





The Swedish Maritime Administration (SMA) is 
an authority and public enterprise within the 
transport sector, responsible for maritime 


















Benefits of R&I within SMA…
Why
R&I?

• STM in practice
• RESKILL och F‐AUTO
• Increased automation of 
pilotage services ordering and 
planning
• Shore‐based navigational 
assistance
• Autonomous safety
Examples of R&I: VTS and pilotage
• STM in practice
• New sensor technology for SAR
• New technology for competence 
building and trials
• Winter navigation research 
programme with Finland
Examples of R&I: SAR and 
icebreaking
• Robust positioning
• Digital and connected fairways
• Broadband at sea
• UKC Management 
• New methods for hydrographic 
surveys
Examples of R&I: fairways, aids to 
navigation and hydrography
The maritime simulator centre and the 
Simulator Network
Requirements for long‐term R&I at SMA
• External and internal focus
• Long‐term financing
• Close collaboration within the organisation
• Close collaboration with the private sector, 
other authorities and academia
• International cooperation
• Continued high ambition, engagement and 
positive energy among experts and 
management
THINK DIFFERENT
MAKE THINGS HAPPEN
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
